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Minutes of Sixth Meeting  

The DRCCC had its 7th meeting on 18 April 2013 on site at Majors Creek.  

Meeting  

Attendance: Peter Gordon Chairperson, David Lever, Peter Cormick (proxy for Jackie French),  

Belinda Royds, Cath Harrison and Bill Waterhouse; Councillor Pete Harrison from  Palerang 

Council; Brett Corven - Eurobodalla Council; Mitchel Bland, Greg Cozens and Matthew Gray 

representing Unity Mining.  

The committee formally recognised the contributions from past members AJ Saverimutto and 

Angus McLean and welcomed Matthew Gray who will be the Unity Environment Manager, 

replacing Mitch Bland after this meeting.  Greg Cozens was welcomed to the meeting as the Unity 

site manager.  

The meeting of the DRCCC was preceded by a visit to the site which was very informative.  The 

work on the box cut and the new access road were especially advanced and the topical issue of 

water retention was examined.  

At the opening of the meeting, the Board Chair and the Managing Director of Unity greeted the 

Committee after an informal lunch and the Unity leadership thanked the Committee for its 

contribution and welcomed any further interaction. The committee agreed that communications 

between it and the company were good and it also appreciated the regular updates on progress 

on site. The Committee was informed that Scott Jones would commence as the mine manager in 

the coming period.  

Apologies 

Apologies were received from Dr Christine Wright  

Minutes  

The minutes of the 6th meeting were discussed had been approved previously.  

The minutes of the Committee are available to the public at the Braidwood office of the Palerang 

Council.  
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Pecuniary and other interests 

In keeping with the guidelines for establishing and operating CCC for mining projects (Dept. of 

Planning and Infrastructure 2007) all members are asked to declare any pecuniary or other 

interests.  No changes were reported by existing members and Brett Corven declared that he had 

no pecuniary or other interests. The new members representing Unity had no other conflicts.  

Matters Arising 

Compliance. 

As discussed previously, Peter Cormick again raised the matter of the previous agreement that 

Unity would share with the Committee a register of progress against all conditions. Matthew Gray 

undertook to liaise with the committee on establishing and maintaining the requested form of 

presentation of compliance progress. 

Unity again agreed to share relevant information with the Committee on a regular basis.  

Compliance with the Project’s approval conditions is a matter determined by the relevant 

Government Departments. Should non-compliance be determined by a relevant Government 

Department, it is required to be made public by the Company on the Project’s website 

(www.darguesreef.com.au).  

The Company will update the community of its progress at DRCCC meetings. 

Any concerns regarding compliance with the Project’s approval conditions should be directed to 

the Company by email (info@darguesreef.com.au) or by phone (0415 682 917) or now 

1800732002, or to the relevant Government Department. 

Water discharges: The matter of recent water discharges from the site is covered in detail later in 

the meeting.  

Correspondence 

No correspondence was received since the last meeting.  

Update of the Project – Unity  

Mitch Bland gave a comprehensive briefing on the works on site which included a detailed 

explanation of the issues around the water discharge evidenced after recent rain. 

In summary, works on site commenced on 11 February 2013 with work commencing on the box 

cut, the ROM pad and the access road. Next will see work on the Tailings Storage, Process Plant 

http://www.darguesreef.com.au/
mailto:info@darguesreef.com.au
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and site laydown and facilities. As well as appointing new management on site, there are now 10 

Unity employees on site along with 20 contractors.  

The report went into some detail about the stages of completion attained for the major site 

works. Discussion was also held on progress towards the upgrade of the public road, which is the 

responsibility of Palerang Council and for which Unity has executed the full value of its 

contribution.  

The committee was informed that blasting would commence in the coming weeks and that actual 

work underground is scheduled to commence in June.  

Environmental Performance and Monitoring 

The following is an extract from a Unity presentation to the DRCCC meeting: 

Discharge of Sediment-laden Water 

Background 

Earthworks commenced on 11 February 

Sediment and erosion controls inadequate 

Rainfall of 95 mm received over 3 days (as recorded by the Site weather station)  

Incident description 

2 x discharge events  

First discharge event during 98mm of rainfall over 4 days 

Second event following a further 39mm of rainfall, received over 24 hours, 3 days after first 

discharge event  

Reported to EPA on 25 February (first discharge event) and 27 February (second event) 

Corrective actions 

SEEC contacted on 26 February 2013 and visited the site on 28 February  

Provided report with recommendations on 5 March 

Verbal recommendations provided during site visit on 28 February. High priority 

recommendations implemented immediately  

Progressively implemented all recommendations in priority order as required by EPA Notice 

Subsequent site inspections carried out weekly 

EPA inspected site on 7 occasions 

Weekly site inspections by SEEC have resulted in only minor works to be completed. The EPA has 

made no additional recommendations on these weekly inspections. 

Noise exceedance 
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Background 

Background noise monitoring conducted 4-5 February 2013 prior to the start of construction 

works on site. 

Early construction noise monitoring conducted 12-13 March 2013 to establish noise impact from 

construction activities 

3 receivers identified as being at risk of exceeding the approval criteria 

Further noise monitoring conducted on 27 March 2013, as well as an investigation undertaken in 

regards to monitoring locations, work areas and equipment movements. 

All potentially impacted receivers were advised in writing and provided with the noise monitoring 

reports 

Corrective actions 

Implementation of a number of design changes for the surface infrastructure, operational controls 

and work scheduling of the construction operations, with the aim of reducing noise resulting from 

the Mine. These actions included: 

 completion of the noise bund to the south of the ROM Pad ahead of schedule; 

 investigation of additional noise bunding that could be installed to further reduce 

operational noise; 

 scheduling works to reduce the number of high sound power level equipment operating in 

the same area; and 

 adjusting the haul road slope and design to assist with truck movements 

 Additional noise monitoring has been completed to: 

 undertake verification monitoring as is required under the Noise Management Plan; 

 attempt to correlate noise readings with the site activities; 

 run a number of scenarios with regards to the operations being carried out at the Mine to 

determine if a particular activity contributes to the exceedance; 

 assess whether current noise mitigation works, described above, are effective and where 

required provide advice on changes or additional measures that could be installed; and 

 obtain further data to assist with determining the impact of the weather conditions and 

other localised factors on results. 

 Redirecting some construction operations at the Dargues Gold Mine, in response to the 

need to put in place additional sediment and erosion controls across the site.  

Root cause analysis 

The exceedance at certain receivers is believed to be as a result of: 
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 The stage of construction, namely noise bund construction 

 The incorrect monitoring location used at one receiver. This has been amended to the 

location described in the noise management plan 

Measures to prevent recurrence 

A review of the noise modelling is to be completed in consultation with the EPA and Department 

of Planning and Infrastructure 

Additional noise monitoring to be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the corrective 

actions put in place 

The actions described previously will continue to be assessed and modified as required 

Dealing with complaints 

Mitch Bland briefed the committee on a complaints received and copied the Complaints Register 

to the Chair.  

In the period January to date there were 10 complaints: 

1 –noise from drilling.  DP&I has followed up with the complainant and the company 

1 -regarding transport on the public road.  No further action as the transport was in compliance  

8 -regarding the discharge into Spring Creek. See the detailed report above.  

Communication on Key Issues  

Following from difficulties experienced after the February rain the committee discussed ways of 

ensuring that all members were informed on major issues.  It was agreed that there would be two 

direct sources of contact for the Committee in an instance about which it needs to be informed.  

First, the Chair will be informed and will take responsibility for advising members.  As many issues 

have to do with water, it was also agreed that all members of the CCC would automatically be 

included on the register of Downstream Water Users.  This two path approach is intended to 

ensure that the Committee is well informed and is aware of incidents and where to access further 

information.   

Community Engagement  

The education strategy will remain on the agenda until resolved. 

Matthew Gray is also community engagement manager for the mine.  He outlined his approach 

and his intention to make the mine low impact. With a full time resource now available the 

committee’s previous intention to see:  
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 Regular public notices in newspapers  

 the mine website to be updated regularly in an endeavour to keep the community 

informed of relevant issues.   

Other business 

Bill Waterhouse continued the discussion on the potential impact of construction on a large 

number of wombats.  Bill agreed to make a major presentation on wombat preservation at the 

next meeting as the work is of real national interest.  

 

Next Meeting 

Members agreed to meet again on Wednesday 10 July, again on site at Majors Creek.   

Date: 10 July from 10.00 am to 1.00 pm.  

 

Peter Gordon 

Independent Chairperson  

Dargues Reef Community Consultative Committee  

 


